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Supermassive black holes at the centre of active galactic nuclei power some of the most luminous
objects in the Universe1. Typically, very long baseline interferometric (VLBI) observations of blazars
have revealed only funnel-like morphologies with little information of the ejected plasma internal
structure2,3. Here we show extremely-high angular resolution images of the blazar 3C 279 obtained
with the space VLBI mission RadioAstron 4, which allowed us to resolve the jet transversely and
reveal several filaments produced by Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities in a kinetically dominated flow
that originate from the VLBI core and extend up to 175 parsecs (de-projected) downstream the jet.
The VLBI core appears to be elongated, in agreement with recent Event Horizon Telescope results5,
but thanks to our higher dynamic range and increased field of view we are able to connect the
immediate environment of the supermassive black hole with the large-scale jet. From the observed
linear polarization and strong cross-section emission asymmetry we can infer that the filaments are
threaded by a helical magnetic field rotating clockwise, as seen in the direction of the flow motion,
with an intrinsic helix pitch angle of ∼45◦ in a jet with a Lorentz factor of ∼13.
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Located at a redshift of z = 0.5366 in the Virgo con-14

stellation, the blazar 3C 279 is one of the most studied15

active galactic nuclei (AGN)7,8,9. The powerful radio-16

jet emanating from its core was one of the first where17

apparent superluminal motions were reported10,11, as18

well as one of the first where high-energy γ-ray emis-19

sion was detected12. It has been the target of exten-20

sive centimetre and millimetre very long baseline inter-21

ferometric (VLBI) observations and monitoring cam-22

paigns2,13,14, being the latest findings at millimetre23

wavelengths achieved by the Event Horizon Telescope24

(EHT) Collaboration5. We observed 3C279 on 1025

March 2014 at 22GHz (1.3 cm) with the space VLBI26

mission RadioAstron 4, a 10-m space radio telescope27

(SRT) on board of the Spektr-R satellite, and an array28

of 23 ground-based radio telescopes spanning baselines29

distances from hundreds of kilometers to the Earth di-30

ameter. The large number of detections reported within31

the RadioAstron AGN survey program15 made 3C27932

an ideal target for detailed imaging.33

Fig. 1 presents our RadioAstron space VLBI polari-34

metric image of the blazar 3C 279. A representative35

image reconstruction obtained using novel regularized36

maximum likelihood methods17,18 is shown along with37
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Figure 1: The filamentary structure of the jet in 3C 279 revealed by RadioAstron. a, Total intensity (left) and
linearly polarized (right) RadioAstron image at 1.3 cm obtained on 10 March 2014. While both left and right images in
a show brightness temperature in colour scale, the image on the right shows as well the recovered electric vector position
angle overplotted as ticks. Their length and colour are proportional to the level of linearly polarized intensity and fractional
polarization, respectively. b, The 1:1 scale 1.3mm EHT image obtained in April 2017. Contours correspond to our RadioAstron

image, which are shown to compare the different scales probed. Both images were aligned with respect to the pixel with
maximum brightness. c, The 7mm VLBA-BU-BLAZAR program image obtained on 25 February 2014. White ellipses at the
bottom-left corner of b and c indicate the 20× 20µas and 150× 360µas convolving beams, respectively. Bottom colour bars
refer only to information displayed on a.

the closest in time 7mm VLBA-BU-BLAZAR program38

image obtained on 25 February 2014, and the 1.3mm39

EHT image obtained in April 2017. We show a field40

of view of around 1 × 1 milliarcseconds (mas) with an41

image total flux density of 27.16 Jy, and note that all42

extended emission outside this region is resolved out by43

RadioAstron. The robustness of our image is demon-44

strated in Extended Data Fig. 2, where we show how it45

fits the data used for both total intensity and linearly46

polarized image reconstruction. We acknowledge how-47

ever that VLBI imaging is an ill-posed problem, and48

there is not an unique image reconstruction fitting the49

data (e.g. see the comprehensive image analysis carried50

out in ref.19). The image in Fig. 1 is complemented by51

the 48 images presented in Extended Data Fig. 3 (see52

Methods).53

The highly eccentric elliptical orbit of the SRT, with54

an apogee of ∼ 350 000 km, provided us with success-55

ful ground-space fringe detections of the source up to56

a projected baseline distance of 8 Earth’s diameters,57

probing a wide range of spatial frequencies perpendicu-58

lar to the jet propagation direction (see Extended Data59

Fig. 1). At the longest projected baselines to RadioAs-60

tron, we achieve a resolving power of 27 microarcsec-61

onds (µas) at an observing wavelength of 1.3 cm, simi-62

lar to that obtained by the EHT at 1.3mm (∼ 20µas).63

Contrary to the EHT sparse sampling of the Fourier64

plane5,20, the ground array supporting our space-VLBI65

observations provided a significantly larger filling frac-66

tion, which enabled us to reconstruct images with a dy-67

namic range two orders of magnitude larger than that68

achieved by the EHT. These key features of our image69

directly link both the high-resolution EHT images of70

the core at 1.3mm and the low-resolution VLBA-BU-71

BLAZAR images of the extended jet at 7mm.72

In contrast to the contemporaneous 7mm and clas-73

sical centimetre-wave VLBI jet images3, where the ob-74

served synchrotron emission seems to be contained in75

a funnel with a uniform cross section, we show in great76

detail the internal structure of a blazar jet and find77

strong evidence of the filamentary nature of the emit-78

ting regions within it. We identify the jet core as the79
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Figure 2: Analysis of the recovered filamentary

structure. a, Left: de-projected filament coordinates fit-
ted using three Gaussian curves (see Methods). Dimmer
points indicate regions where the coordinates have been in-
terpolated. Marker size scales with the flux density. Note
the scales in the x- and y-axis are different. Right: position
of the fitted filaments on top of the reconstructed image.
b, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability mode wavelength (λ∗

m) and
wave velocity (v∗w) as a function of the jet and external
medium sound speed ratio (aj/aex). In addition to differ-
ent Lorentz factor (Γ) values (line colour) within the range
estimated in ref.16, the top panel presents the results for
both helical (n = 1) and elliptical (n = 2) instability sur-
face modes (solid and dashed lines, respectively).

upstream bright component, and the so-called ‘core re-80

gion’ encompasses the inner ∼ 200µas, roughly the ex-81

tension of the features probed by the EHT. The base is82

slightly elongated and tilted in the southeast-northwest83

direction, from which several filaments emanate per-84

pendicularly from it. In the top panel of Fig. 2 we show85

the de-projected1 and relative right-ascension and dec-86

1For a redshift z = 0.5366, a viewing angle θ = 1.9◦ 14, and

a cosmology H0 = 67.7 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.307, and ΩΛ =

lination coordinates of the two main (hereinafter g and87

b), and possibly third (r), filaments obtained from the88

fitting of three Gaussian curves to transverse cuts to the89

main jet axis (see Methods). Downstream of the core90

region, the filament g is continuously recovered and con-91

tains most of the eastern extended structure flux den-92

sity. Initially propagating in the southern direction, it93

displays a sharp bend of ∼ 45◦ to the west, close to the94

core region boundary. Although not continuously, we95

are also able to reconstruct the filament b beyond the96

inner 200µas in what seems to be a helical-like mor-97

phology. These two filaments converge at ∼ 500µas98

downstream the jet, where the filament b crosses over g.99

Further downstream, they bend and converge again at100

∼ 950µas, where the brightness of the weaker filament101

is largely enhanced as it bends, dominating now the102

reconstructed emission in the southernmost jet region.103

Some diffuse emission is also systematically recovered104

parallel to the filament g after the first crossing, which105

might indicate the presence of a third filament (r).106

The apparent perpendicular jet-base structure recon-107

structed was also reported by the EHT Collaboration108

in ref.5. While we can recover up to three different fila-109

ments emanating from the jet base, the EHT could only110

recover one and is completely blind to the extended, fil-111

amentary structure, primarily due to the lack of short-112

spacing baselines. If aligned with respect to the bright-113

ness peak, both images match remarkably well, and the114

jet feature observed at 1.3mm is coincident in position115

and extension with our central filament. Within our116

uncertainty, we do not appreciate a significant change117

in the core position angle with respect to the EHT im-118

age, taken three years apart. The single-epoch results119

presented here do not allow us to discern whether this120

elongated structure corresponds to the accretion disk or121

to other extended jet component. Nonetheless, based122

on the small viewing angle inferred14 (θ ∼ 1.9◦) and the123

multi-epoch kinematic analysis of the model-fitted jet124

components, ref.5 opened the possibility for this struc-125

ture to correspond to a highly bent part of the inner126

jet.127

Based on the aforementioned Gaussian fitting to the128

observed filaments, we estimate an approximate spatial129

periodicity λm of 950µas (projected on the plane of130

the sky) or 175 pc (de-projected), which corresponds131

to ∼ 2.3 × 106 gravitational radii assuming a black132

hole mass of MBH ≃ 8 × 108 M⊙
22. The possibility133

for these filaments to reflect a fundamental periodic-134

ity of the black hole or inner accretion disk directly135

associated with their rotation should be dismissed, as136

it would imply propagation speeds along the filaments137

larger than the speed of light by orders of magnitude.138

At the same time, explaining such a fundamental pe-139

riodicity in terms of precession of a jet nozzle, caused140

by the Lense-Thirring effect23 or a supermassive black141

hole binary system, invoked to explain a sharp bend in142

the nuclear region, have been recently discarded5. On143

the other hand, anchoring the filaments to the outer144

accretion disk to allow for a subluminal propagation145

of the helical pattern would imply a exceedingly large146

0.69321
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(Keplerian) disk radius, that is, larger than ∼ 1 light-147

year, about two orders of magnitude larger than the148

expected disk sizes24.149

According to ref.5, the jet no longer accelerates be-150

yond ∼100µas from the core, suggesting a kinetically151

dominated flow in which the observed filaments show a152

magnetic field structure dominated by the toroidal com-153

ponent (see the discussion in the next paragraph). Tak-154

ing this into account, we conclude that these bright fila-155

ments reveal compressed regions with enhanced gas and156

magnetic pressure – favouring an increased synchrotron157

emissivity. Thus, these might be associated to the trig-158

gering and development of flow instabilities. Current-159

driven kink or Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities are160

the most plausible mechanisms capable of developing161

such helical structures25,26,27. Current-driven instabili-162

ties dominate in Poynting-flux regimes with strong heli-163

cal magnetic fields, that is, in the jet’s acceleration and164

collimation region. On the contrary, KH instabilities165

have the largest growth in kinetically dominated flows,166

thus favored in our case. The extension of the filaments167

greatly exceeds the jet radius, which is expected for KH168

surface modes. While two filaments could be gener-169

ated by an elliptical mode, the possible third filament170

observed might indicate the presence of an additional171

helical mode interfering with the elliptical.172

Based on the most conservative estimations of the173

flow Lorentz factor in 3C 27916 (Γ ∈ [10, 40]) and as-174

suming the jet is kinetically dominated and relatively175

cold, as expected for powerful jets already expanded176

and accelerated, the fastest growing frequency of a177

mode is given by ω∗
nmR/aex = (n+2m+1/2)π/228,29,178

where R is the radius, aex the sound speed of the am-179

bient medium, and n and m the type of mode (n = 1, 2180

for helical and elliptical modes, respectively; and m = 0181

for a surface mode). Taking ω ≤ 2πc/λm, we find182

aex ≃ 10−2c for both the helical and elliptical modes.183

At this maximum growth frequency, and for a highly su-184

personic jet (i.e. with jet Mach number Mj ≫ 1), the185

wavelength of the mode and wave velocity are given,186

respectively, by187

λ∗

m ≃
4

n+ 1/2
Mex

Γ

aj/aex + Γ
R and (1)188

v∗w ≃
Γ

aj/aex + Γ
u, (2)189

190

where Mex is the Mach number of the jet with respect191

to the ambient sound speed (Mex ≃ c/aex ≃ 100), aj is192

the sound speed of the jet flow, and u is the jet flow ve-193

locity (which approximates the light speed c given the194

large Lorentz factors considered). With Eqs. 1 and 2,195

we can derive λ∗
m and v∗w as a function of Γ and the196

ratio aj/aex (see the bottom panel of Fig. 2). Based on197

these relations, our estimate for the ambient medium198

sound speed aex ≃ 10−2c and our assumption for the jet199

Mach numberMj ≫ 1 are perfectly compatible with the200

condition λm ≥ λ∗
m (with λm ≃ 175 pc) for the range201

aj ≃ 0.01 − 0.1c (which sets Mj ≥ 10), also validating202

our assumption of a kinetically dominated flow at the203

observed scales. In the case of a dominating helical in-204

stability, the bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows that jet flow205

Lorentz factors Γ ≤ 20 are favoured by our analysis.206

The analysis of the linearly polarized emission cap-207

tured by RadioAstron and the supporting ground ar-208

ray reveals clear signatures of a toroidal magnetic field209

threaded to the relativistic jet. The source is midly210

polarized, with an integrated degree of linear polariza-211

tion of ∼ 10%. The electric vector position angle, plot-212

ted as ticks of variable orientation, size, and colour in213

Fig. 1, traces the electric field direction along the jet,214

thus indicating a magnetic field predominantly perpen-215

dicular to the flow propagation direction, that is, con-216

sistent with a helical magnetic field dominated by its217

toroidal component. The core region is significantly218

depolarized and presents a more complicated polariza-219

tion pattern, although we can distinguish two predom-220

inant orientations of the polarization angle. Departing221

from the centre–westernmost side of the core, the mag-222

netic field seems to follow the filaments b and r, whereas223

from the easternmost side of the jet base, it seems to224

follow the filament g, until both orientations converge225

and stay aligned with the main jet axis. When down-226

graded to the same, lower resolution as that probed227

by the VLBA-BU-BLAZAR program, the polarization228

patterns obtained for the 7mm and our RadioAstron229

image are remarkably similar. An observed field pre-230

dominantly toroidal along the filaments, as indicated by231

the distribution of polarization vectors, is in agreement232

with the expected field structure beyond the collima-233

tion and acceleration region, in terms of conservation234

of the magnetic flux. The fact that no aligned compo-235

nent is observed indicates that the filaments lie inside236

the outer, sheared jet layers.237

Relativistic magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of238

jets at parsec scales have shown that, in the pres-239

ence of a helical magnetic field, the observed syn-240

chrotron emission is unevenly distributed across the jet241

width30,31,32,33. Since the synchrotron radiation coef-242

ficients are a function of the angle between the mag-243

netic field and the line of sight in the fluid frame, for244

a fixed viewing angle and jet flow velocity, the bulk of245

the emission will be located on either side of the main246

jet axis depending on the magnetic field helical pitch247

angle. This asymmetry is maximized when the helical248

magnetic field pitch angle (in the fluid frame) ϕ′ equals249

to 45◦ (ref.30). Given the strong asymmetry in the re-250

constructed emission between the eastern and western251

sides of the jet axis, we can assume that the viewing an-252

gle in the fluid’s frame approximates ϕ′, that is θ′ ≃ ϕ′.253

Hence, given the inferred viewing angle in the observer’s254

frame (θ ∼ 1.9◦) (ref.14) and the light aberration trans-255

formation34, we can infer a jet bulk flow Lorentz factor256

of Γ ≃ 13, which is in excellent agreement with the257

estimates provided by analyzing the kinematics of the258

parsec-scale jet14, and satisfies the upper limit previ-259

ously established by our KH instability analysis. More-260

over, this allows us to estimate the viewing angle θr261

at which the emission asymmetry will reverse from one262

side to the other as cos θr = (1−1/Γ2)1/2 (ref.30), which263

results in θr ≃ 4.4◦ for Γ = 13. Since θ < θr and the264

bulk of the reconstructed emission is located to the east265

of the jet axis, we infer a helical magnetic field rotating266
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clockwise as seen in the direction of flow motion. The267

Lorentz-transformation of the magnetic field from the268

fluid’s to the observer’s frame boosts the toroidal com-269

ponent by Γ (ref.35), and therefore the helix pitch angle270

transforms as tanϕ = Γ tanϕ′. This makes ϕ ≃ 86◦ in271

the observer frame, which is in agreement with the pre-272

dominantly toroidal magnetic field observed.273

The findings presented in this paper, supported as274

well by previous VSOP (e.g. ref.36) and RadioAstron275

(e.g. refs.37,38) space VLBI observations, strongly sug-276

gest that blazar jets have a complex and rich internal277

structure beyond the funnel-like morphologies reported278

by ground-based VLBI studies at lower angular res-279

olutions. Future space VLBI missions and enhanced280

millimetre-wave global arrays, enabling high dynamic281

range observations capable to spatially resolving the282

jet width, should prove decisive in determining the true283

nature of jets powered by supermassive black holes.284

Methods285

Observations. Observations of 3C 279 (1253−055)286

were conducted at 22.2GHz (1.3 cm) on 2014 March 10-287

11, spanning a total of 11:44 h from 14:15 to 01:59UT.288

During the observing session, RadioAstron recorded289

evenly spaced (every 80−90min) blocks of data of290

30min and one final block of ∼2 h, corresponding to291

its orbit perigee. This allowed the spacecraft to cool292

down its high-gain antenna drive in between observing293

segments. Together with RadioAstron, a ground ar-294

ray of 23 antennas observed the target, namely ATCA295

(AT), Ceduna (CD), Hobart (HO), Korean VLBI Net-296

work (KVN) antennas Tanman (KT), Ulsan (KU), and297

Yonsei (KY), Mopra (MP), Parkes (PA), Sheshan (SH),298

Badary (BD), Urumqi (UR), Hartebeesthoek (HH),299

Kalyazin (KL), Metsähovi (MH), Noto (NT), Torun300

(TR), Medicina (MC), Onsala (ON), Yebes (YS), Jo-301

drell Bank (JB), Effelsberg (EF), Svetloe (SV), and Ze-302

lenchukskaya (ZC).303

Left and right circularly polarized signals (LCP and304

RCP, respectively) were recorded simultaneously at305

each station, with a total bandwith of 32MHz per po-306

larization. Collected data were then processed at the307

Max-Planck-Institut für Radiostronomie using the up-308

graded version of the DiFX correlator39. Fringes be-309

tween RadioAstron and ground stations were searched310

using the largest dishes, separately for each scan. This311

provides a first-order clock correction, to be later re-312

fined with baseline stacking in AIPS40. When no signal313

was found, we adopted a best-guess clock value extrap-314

olated from scans giving fringes, with the aim of per-315

forming a further global fringe search at a later stage316

with AIPS.317

Data reduction. For the initial data reduction, we318

made use of ParselTongue41, a Python interface for319

AIPS. At a first stage, we performed an a priori cali-320

bration of the correlated visibility amplitudes using the321

system temperatures and gain curves registered at each322

station. Some of the antennas participating in the ob-323

servations failed to deliver system temperature infor-324

mation, which we compensated by using nominal val-325

ues modulated by the antenna’s elevation at each scan.326

Since we chose the average system temperature as the327

station’s default value, visibility amplitudes were not328

properly scaled. We overcame this issue by determin-329

ing the gain corrections needed for each IF and polar-330

ization from a preliminary image where only closure-331

quantities (closure phases and log-closure amplitudes)332

were involved, using the software library SMILI42,43.333

The image total flux density was fixed to that mea-334

sured by the intra-KVN baselines (27.65 Jy), whose a335

priori calibration was excellent. Finally, we corrected336

the phase rotation introduced by the receiving systems337

as the source’s parallactic angle changes.338

We then solved for phase offsets and residual single-339

band delays by incrementally fringe-fitting the data.340

In the first iteration we excluded RadioAstron and per-341

formed a global fringe search on the ground array with a342

solution interval of 60 s, using MP and EF as reference343

antennas for the first and second part of the experi-344

ment, respectively. Once fully calibrated, the ground345

array was coherently combined to increase the signal-346

to-noise ratio of possible fringe detections to RadioAs-347

tron. To account for the acceleration of the spacecraft348

near its perigee and the low sensitivity of the longest349

projected baseline lengths to it, we adopted different so-350

lution intervals (from 10 s to 240 s) and data total band-351

width (by combining IFs and/or polarizations). With352

a signal-to-noise ratio cutoff of 5, reliable ground-space353

fringes were detected up to ∼8 Earth’s diameters, cor-354

responding to the first observing block of RadioAstron355

(around 14UT), achieving a maximum angular resolu-356

tion of 27µas in the transverse direction to the jet axis.357

Lastly, we solved for the antennas’ bandpass, the delay358

difference between polarizations using the task RLDLY,359

and exported the frequency averaged data along each360

IF. The fringe-fitted visibility coverage in the Fourier361

plane is shown in Extended Data Fig. 1.362

Imaging. Imaging of the data was carried out using363

novel regularized maximum likelihood (RML) meth-364

ods44, implemented in the eht-imaging software li-365

brary17,18. While the CLEAN algorithm45 has been366

widely used in the past for VLBI image reconstruction,367

novel RML methods are not extensively used, espe-368

cially at centimetre wavelengths and space VLBI exper-369

iments. Generally speaking, RML methods try to solve370

for the image I that minimizes the objective function:371

J(I) =
∑

data terms

αDχ2
D(I, V )−

∑

reg. terms

βRSR(I), (3)372

where α and β are hyperparameters that weight the373

contribution of the image fitting to the data χ2, and374

the image-domain regularization S, to the minimiza-375

tion of the previous equation. Contrary to traditional376

CLEAN, full closure data products (closure phases and377

log closure amplitudes) can be employed during image378

reconstruction in addition to complex visibilities, fur-379

ther constraining the proposed image. Given the large380

number of telescopes participating in the experiment,381

closure quantities have proven quite useful since atmo-382

spheric phase corruption and gain uncertainties are mit-383

igated. Multiple regularization over the proposed image384
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can be imposed too, like smoothness between adjacent385

pixels or similarity to a prior image.386

Prior to imaging, we first performed an initial phase-387

only self-calibration to a point source model with a so-388

lution interval of 5 s and coherently averaged the data389

in 120 s intervals, using the DIFMAP package46. We com-390

pared these results with those obtained with the AIPS391

task CALIB, for which a signal-to-noise ratio cutoff of392

5 was set, to ensure no artificial signal was introduced393

in the data. In the following paragraphs we describe394

the imaging procedure.395

As a first a step, we flagged all baselines to RadioAs-396

tron and imaged the data collected only by ground ra-397

dio telescopes. The pre-processed data noise budget is398

inflated by a small amount (1.5%), to account for non-399

closing errors, and the image is initialized with an el-400

liptical Gaussian, oriented in roughly the same angle as401

the 7mm image and enclosed in a 1.5× 1.5mas field of402

view gridded by 200×200 pixels. As mentioned above,403

because of the poor a priori amplitude calibration due404

to missing antennas’ system temperature, we opted for405

a first round of imaging where only closure quantities406

(closure phases and log closure amplitudes) were used407

to constrain the image likelihood. This likelihood takes408

the form of the mean squared standardized residual409

(similar to a reduced χ2) as defined in ref.19. Each410

imaging iteration takes as initial guess the image recon-411

structed in the previous step blurred to the ground ar-412

ray nominal resolution, i.e. 223 µas, which prevents the413

algorithm of being caught in local minima during opti-414

mization of Equation 3. We then self-calibrate the data415

to the closure-only image obtained and incorporate full416

complex visibilities to the imaging process, which is fi-417

nalized by repeating the imaging and self-calibration418

cycle two more times. In addition to the data prod-419

ucts mentioned, we impose several regularizations to420

the proposed images. These include maximum entropy421

(mem), which favors similarity to a prior image; total422

variation (tv) and total squared variation (tv2), which423

favor smoothness between adjacent pixels; ℓ1−norm,424

which favors sparsity in the image; and total flux regu-425

larization, which encourages a certain total flux density426

in the image. Finally, we restore all baselines to Ra-427

dioAstron and repeat this procedure, substituting the428

Gaussian initialization with the blurred, ground-only429

image previously reconstructed and using the full array430

nominal resolution (27 µas) between imaging iterations431

to blur intermediate reconstructions.432

Contrary to full Bayesian methods, RML techniques433

do not estimate the posterior distribution of the un-434

derlying image, but instead compute the maximum a435

posteriori solution, i.e. the single image that best min-436

imizes Equation 3. The hyperparameters chosen will437

necessarily have an impact on the reconstructed image438

features, thus we conducted a scripted parameter sur-439

vey to ensure the robustness of the subtle structures440

seen in Fig. 1 and to impartially determine which pa-441

rameters perform better on the image reconstruction.442

From the many images obtained, we show in Extended443

Data Fig. 3 the complete collection of images which444

could potentially describe the observed source struc-445

ture. These fit the data equally well and preserve the446

total flux measured by the KVN to a certain level. The447

regularizers and hyperparameters used to obtain these448

images are listed on each panel of Extended Data Fig. 3.449

Apart from these, we gave the same weight to complex450

visibilities and closure quantities data terms.451

Polarimetric imaging. The polarization results pre-452

sented in Fig. 1 were obtained using the eht-imaging453

library as well. A more complete description of the454

method can be found in refs.17,47, here we briefly out-455

line the procedure followed. For polarimetric imaging,456

eht-imaging minimizes again Equation 3, substituting457

complex visibilities and closure quantities data terms458

by polarimetric visibilities P = Q̃ + i Ũ and the visi-459

bility domain polarimetric ratio m̆ = P/Ĩ. Note that460

total intensity and linearly polarized intensity images461

are reconstructed independently. Image regularization462

includes now total variation which, as for total inten-463

sity imaging, encourages smoothness between adjacent464

pixels; and the Holdaway-Wardle regularizer48, which465

prefers pixels with polarization fraction values below466

the theoretical maximum 0.75. The pipeline then al-467

ternates between minimizing the polarimetric objective468

function and solving for the complex instrumental po-469

larization, the so-called D-terms. The instrumental po-470

larization calibration is performed by maximizing the471

consistency between the self-calibrated data and sam-472

pled data from corrupted image reconstructions. After473

D-terms solutions are found for each antenna, the re-474

constructed polarimetric image is blurred, as was done475

for Stokes I imaging, and the imaging-calibration cycle476

is repeated until convergence of the solutions.477

Filament fitting. The relative right ascension and478

declination coordinates of the filaments were obtained479

from the fitting of three Gaussian curves to transverse480

profiles of the brightness distribution. We first com-481

puted the main jet axis, commonly referred to as ridge482

line, from a convolved version of the reconstructed im-483

age. Using a sufficiently large Gaussian kernel, we484

blurred our image until the emission blends into a485

unique stream and the filaments are no longer distin-486

guishable, similarly to the 7mm VLBA-BU-BLAZAR487

image. We then project this image into polar coordi-488

nates, centred at the jet origin, and slice it horizon-489

tally, storing the position of the flux density peak for490

each cut. These positions are then transformed back to491

Cartesian coordinates, obtaining thus the main jet axis.492

To each pair of consecutive points conforming the axis,493

we compute the local perpendicular line and retrieve494

the flux density of the pixels contained in the cut. With495

this procedure, we assemble a set of transverse bright-496

ness profiles to which we fit the sum of three Gaussian497

curves using the python package lmfit49. The num-498

ber of Gaussian components used is motivated by the499

number of filaments observed emanating from the core500

region, although we note that two Gaussian compo-501

nents are enough to fit the two main threads. Finally502

we select the coordinates as the position of the peak(s)503

found in the curve best fitting each cut.504
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Data availability

Data and other material presented in this paper are
available from the corresponding author upon reason-
able request.

Code availability

The software packages used to calibrate, image,
and analyze the data are available at the fol-
lowing sites: AIPS (http://www.aips.nrao.edu/
index.shtml), ParselTongue (https://www.
jive.eu/jivewiki/doku.php?id=parseltongue:

parseltongue), DIFMAP (https://science.nrao.
edu/facilities/vlba/docs/manuals/oss2013a/

post-processing-software/difmap), SMILI (https:
//github.com/astrosmili/smili), eht-imaging

(https://github.com/achael/eht-imaging), and
lmfit (https://lmfit.github.io/lmfit-py/).
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Extended Data Figure 1: Baseline coverage for our RadioAstron observations of 3C 279 in March 2014.

Rainbow-coloured and grey points indicate individual ground-ground baselines and space-ground baselines, respectively.
Dashed circles indicate the baseline length in Earth’s diameter units (D⊕) and the corresponding angular resolution.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Fitting of the polarimetric RadioAstron image to a selection of data products.

Data (black points) and image model (red points) self-calibrated visibility amplitudes and phases, closure phases, log closure
amplitudes, and polarimetric visibility phases as a function of time. All these examples include RadioAstron measurements.
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2
cp = 1.34

mem: 1
tv2: 1
l1: 10 27.1 Jy

36 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.33

mem: 1
tv2: 1
l1: 1 27.0 Jy

37 2
lca = 1.15
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 100 27.1 Jy

38 2
lca = 1.17
2
cp = 1.34

tv2: 100
l1: 100 25.9 Jy

39 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 100
l1: 10 26.8 Jy

40 2
lca = 1.15
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 100
l1: 1 27.1 Jy

41 2
lca = 1.15
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 10 27.2 Jy

42 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 10
l1: 100 25.8 Jy

43 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 10
l1: 10 27.1 Jy

44 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 10
l1: 1 27.0 Jy

45 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.33

tv2: 1 27.4 Jy

46 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.34

tv2: 1
l1: 100 25.9 Jy

47 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.34

tv2: 1
l1: 10 27.0 Jy

48 2
lca = 1.16
2
cp = 1.34

tv2: 1
l1: 1 27.3 Jy

Extended Data Figure 3: Top 48 image reconstructions from the parameter survey conducted. Each image
includes the closure phase (cp) and log closure amplitude (lca) reduced χ2, the image regularizers used and their weight, and
the total flux reconstructed. The image presented in Fig. 1 corresponds to #21, which has the overall minimum reduced χ2.
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